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How might a framework help us?

What does it mean to follow Jesus?

An opportunity

What's going well?
Recognition that we need to grow disciples
●Energy around training courses and development experiences
●

What's not going well?
Communication of the good work that's going on
●Understanding what “disciple” means
●

The Bible's opinion

Jesus
●Called individuals to follow him
●Taught them
●Encouraged them to put that teaching into practice
●Resourced a life-and-world changing ministry across the known world

I.e. The Gospels provide a narrative of how disciples were formed in 1 st
Century Palestine.
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“Who is Jesus for me at this point in time?”
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Effective Discipleship
“Enabling ourselves and others to achieve their full potential in God”
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Living in the World
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“Who is Jesus for me at this point in time?”
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Aim 4

Discernment of Calling
N.b. This is an eternal process
Calling can be in the Church
and/or within the world and
will evolve with time

Christian Discipleship
Working in the world

Tools of Discernment
Refresh and develop Christian Toolkit
●Specialist tools e.g. retreats, practical
workshops
●Personal development management skills
●

Practical discernment support
Spiritual direction
●Career/training advisers (may be external)
●Fellow travellers
●
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Effective Discipleship
“Enabling ourselves and others to achieve their full potential in God”

Christian Development

Consolidation
Jesus encouraged his disciples into an active ministry early in their relationship
He remained immediately available to them for advice, encouragement and prayer
During consolidation a mature Christian provides this support as the developing Christian begins to practise.
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Effective relationships with God and our fellow human beings
(“Love God and love your neighbour as yourself”)
Christian Toolkit
Prayer
●Devotional reading
(Bible + other historical and current texts)
●Fellowship
(Humility, active listening, understanding
ourself and others – personality and psychology)
●Eucharist and other sacraments
●

Christian Fundamentals

Church membership
Can be peripheral, baptism/confirmation not a pre-requisite
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Stepping off points
(not exclusive!)

Fundamental Knowledge
“Working knowledge” of the Bible
●History and development of the Church
●Jesus, God, Holy Spirit and Trinity
●Church customs and practices (e.g. how to survive
and understand Sunday morning)
●

“Christian from birth”

“Called by name”

“Rational Decision”

“Accident or other”
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Supporting activities
Spiritual Director/Mentor
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●Quiet days/structured retreats
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●Regular meetings with pastoral leader
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Supporting activities
Professional training (probably by others)
●Opportunities to refresh earlier learning
●Prayer and communal worship
●Quiet days/structured retreats
●Specialised small groups
●Local small groups
●Regular meetings with pastoral leader
●Meetings with Minister
●Ongoing Spiritual direction
●Continuing discernment –
“Who is Jesus for me today.”
●

“Rational Decision”

Supporting activities
Welcoming, healthy Church community.
●Small groups
●Meetings with pastoral leader
●Fellowship
●

“Accident or other”
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Using the framework

Intended to act as a “road map” for discipleship
(Lay/Ordained/Religious) by facilitating relationship with God and our
neighbour
●

Use existing resources and experience inside and outside the Church

●

Identifies that our calling changes with time and signposts the
resources required ongoing discernment
●

Small Group Discussion

How do you and members of your congregation learn more about
Jesus and how to follow him?
●

What one thing would you like to do in your parish that would help you
or others in your congregation to grow in faith?
●

How will you help make this happen?

●

Thank you

For more information/to discuss:
alistair.wasey@googlemail.com
01452 85 7368 (evenings/weekends)

